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Vassar’s Cornaro Window: A Brief History and Iconographic Reading 

 The Cornaro Window, or Great Window, in the Thompson Memorial Library is one of 

Vassar College’s artistic treasures. In panes of painted and stained glass, the window depicts Elena 

Lucrezia Cornaro Piscopia (1646-84), the first woman to receive a doctorate, defending her thesis in 

the Cathedral of Padua in 1678 (fig. 1). Elena was clearly intended as a model for the female 

students at Vassar, and has been seen as such ever since. She has been frequently referenced in the 

Miscellany News and Vassar Quarterly and is a fondly remembered protectress or even companion for 

those studying under her watchful gaze. She has also sparked students’ curiosity, fostering interest in 

her story and even prompting the publication of a complete biography.1 Indeed, the window has 

brought a great deal of attention to Elena herself, and with good reason. However, even among the 

many Vassar publications celebrating the window and its protagonist, there has been little discussion 

of the window itself, or its style and iconography. Sitting in all her glory above the reading room, 

Elena is not only portrayed as a medieval Paduan scholar, but also as a Marian figure, as well as 

personification of the Liberal Arts and Virtues. By borrowing from and synthesizing diverse sources 

of Medieval and Renaissance art as inspiration, the window’s designers present Elena in a completely 

original mode that elevates learning to the high status of religion, and honors not only Elena herself 

but also women’s education overall. 

 
1 Jane Howard Guernsey (VC ’49), The Lady Cornaro : Pride and Prodigy of Venice (Clinton Corners, NY: 
College Avenue Press, 1999). 
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 Little has come to light about the conception of the window or its installation. The Library, 

completed in 1905, was funded by Mary Clark Thompson as a memorial to her husband, Frederick 

Ferris Thompson, a trustee of the College. In 1906, Mrs. Thompson gifted the window as an 

addition to the Library, separate from her original bequest.2 Mrs. Thompson was heavily involved in 

the design process, and even made specific requests about both its content and appearance, as 

indicated in the surviving letters between her and the designers that have survived in Vassar’s 

Archives.3 However, other details regarding this gift—including the inspiration for its subject 

matter—are mostly unclear. There are no mentions of the commission or installation of the window 

in Vassar newspapers between 1900 and 1910. Meanwhile, the first discussion of its female 

protagonist appears nearly two decades after its completion in 1932.4 No further information is 

given in a pamphlet published by the company that installed the window, which pays more attention 

to Elena’s biography than to her depiction in the window itself.5 Indeed, the majority of these 

publications discuss only the basics of the composition or provide a short biography of Elena. 

Despite this gap, more recent scholars have suggested that the idea for the subject of the window 

came from the donor, Mrs. Thompson, herself. Another possibility is that it was suggested by the 

 
2 “College News - Gifts,” The Vassar Miscellany, June 1906. 
3 Gabrielle E. Forbush, “The Lady of The Window,” Vassar Quarterly, January 1976, 24; Guernsey, 
The Lady Cornaro, 263-264. As reflected in Guernsey’s work, some correspondence between Vassar, 
Mrs. Thompson, and the company survive, but I have not had a chance to look at it. Most of it is in 
Vassar’s Archives. Guernsey does not provide archival references, but Vassar does have a large 
amount of material pertaining to the Library at large and the Cornaro Window in particular. 
It would be interesting to compare Mrs. Thompson’s gift of a gothicizing window to her interest in 
art overall. She seems to have been particularly interested in medieval British art and owned many 
objects from that period and area, some of which she donated to the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
in the 1920s. See “Exhibition of the Mary Clark Thompson Bequest,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Bulletin 19, no. 12 (December 1924), 285ff. Thank you to Sheila ffolliott (VC ’67) who suggested this 
line of inquiry to me. 
4 “Library Window Honors Education of Women,” The Vassar Miscellany News, March 16, 1932. 
5 The Great Window in the Memorial Library Building at Vassar College (New York: Church Glass and 
Decorating Company of New York, 1906). 
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Library’s architect, Francis Richmond Allen. Indeed, Elena Cornaro had just recently come into the 

public eye, thanks to the work of Mathilde Pynsent, the abbess of a Benedictine convent for English 

nuns in Rome. Devoted to Elena, Pynsent had recently published a book about the 17th century 

scholar that made English-speaking audiences aware of Elena’s achivements.6 It is likely that the 

patron and artists involved with the Thompson Memorial Library had learned about Elena Cornaro 

because of Pynsent’s work, although it remains unclear who precisely suggested it as the subject of 

the window. 

 The window is made of colored and painted glass in jewel tones. This medium is highly 

evocative of Gothic cathedrals, where it was used to depict religious figures and scenes. Many of 

details in the Cornaro Window—including faces and drapery, as well as the innumerable patterns 

and textures—are painted. It was designed by Dunstan Powell, an Englishman, and executed by the 

New York Church Glass Company. The glass was ordered from an Irish glass manufacturer, which 

then shipped the many pieces to the United States to be assembled in Poughkeepsie.7 At this time, 

Art Nouveau style stained glass, championed by Louis Comfort Tiffany, was more popular in the 

United States than the Gothic style represented by this window. Between 1905 and 1909, eleven Art 

Nouveau windows were installed in the Chapel at Vassar, including a number designed by Tiffany’s 

studio (figs. 2-3).8 The “opalescent” glass used by Tiffany was vastly different in quality and texture 

than the kinds used in the more medievalizing windows, often combining multiple colors in a single 

piece.9 However, such a modern style of stained glass would not fit with the Gothic mode used at 

 
6 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 209-201, 263-264; Deidre Pirro, “Elena Coornaro Piscopia: A Matter 
of Degrees,” The Florentine, no. 185 (June 6, 2013).  The book was entitled The Life of Helen Lucretia 

Cornaro Piscopia, Oblate of the Order of St. Benedict and Doctor in the University of Padua. Under Pynsent’s 
guidance, the English Benedictine nuns at the convent became devoted to Elena. Pynsent also 
located, opened (with papal permission), and restored Elena’s tomb in 1895. 
7 Gurnesey, “The Case of ‘The Cornaro,’” 28. 
8 Beatrice Lippitt Thomas, “Campus Angels: Vassar’s Chapel,” Vassar Quarterly, Winter 2002. 
9 “Secrets of Tiffany Glassmaking,” The Morse Museum. 
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the Library. Its large, wide windows and elaborate tracery specifically reference the Perpendicular 

Gothic style that was characteristic of England beginning in the 14th century (fig. 4). Indeed, while 

the Gothic Revival was certainly popular in the United States at this time, especially on college 

campuses,10 it was especially strong in Great Britain11 In painting and the decorative arts, this style 

developed into the Arts and Crafts Movement. Using Medieval and Renaissance art as their models, 

designers from the Arts and Crafts Movement sought to return to a style that was “simpler” and 

truer to life. Their subjects were often taken from medieval romances or religious stories, 

referencing their Medieval inspiration (figs. 5-6). These materials used in these works were vastly 

different from those produced in the United States, using the more traditional, uniformly colored 

pieces of glass in their designs. Painted details often included elaborate patterns, a motif in which 

Morris was particularly interested. With its early modern subject matter and style, the Cornaro 

Window follows this model exactly. 

 Before analyzing the iconography and multiple layers of symbolism in the window, it would 

be worthwhile to describe its overall composition. The central scene shows Elena Cornaro Piscopia 

defending her dissertation on 25 June 1678. She is seated on an architectural throne and surrounded 

by men who are watching and discussing the event before them.  Elena and the men are screened 

from the rest of the composition by a short rail. The spectators stand between columns and vaults, 

and a garden is visible in the distance. Elena is the only woman in the scene. At the bottom edge of 

the window five putti hold a flowing banner that reads: “In laud[e] Helenae Lucretiae Corneliae Piscopiae 

Laurea in Philo[sophia] Patav[ino] Gymn[asio] unico exemplo Donatae” (“In praise of Elena Lucrezia 

 
10 See, for example, the campuses of Princeton and Yale. Johanna G. Seasonwein, Princeton and the 

Gothic Revival, 1870-1930 (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Art Museum : Distributed by 
Princeton University Press, 2012). 
11 This topic, as well as the subject of glass painting, is extensively covered in Jim Cheshire, Stained 

Glass and the Victorian Gothic Revival (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2017). 
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Cornaro Piscopia as the first instance of the doctorate in philosophy awarded [to a woman] at the 

University of Padua”).12 In the center of the banner, a winged putto holds a shield with a variation of 

Cornaro-Piscopia coat of arms: two Greek crosses and two red lions rampant with gold crowns.13 

Above her, in a set of smaller windows, are eight female personifications of the fields in which Elena 

excelled, each holding their attribute: Grammar, Dialectic, Music, Philosophy, Astronomy, Medicine, 

Geometry, and Theology. They are surrounded by leafy motifs evocative of a garden or tree. 

 While the upper portion of the window is more allegorical, the bottom portion is, at its most 

basic level, a historical scene. This was at the suggestion of Mrs. Thompson, who wanted to 

emphasize its educational value, as she indicated in letters sent to the architect and glass firm.14 

Elena’s defense was held in the Chapel of the Blessed Virgin at the Cathedral of Padua, chosen at 

the last minute because it was the only space large enough to accommodate the huge number of 

people who had come to witness this monumental occasion.15 At the center of the composition, 

Elena sits calmly, holding her diploma in one hand and raising the other as if to speak. She has 

already proven herself against the judgement of the faculty of the University and is now being 

presented with the symbols of her degree: the laurel crown and ermine mozzetta.16 She is surrounded 

on all sides by men, each individually expressive and uniquely dressed. Although none are directly 

 
12 Transcription and translation from Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 214. 
13 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 213. 
14 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 213. 
15 Maschietto, Elena Lucrezia Cornaro Piscopia, 72. 
16 There appears to be some confusion about the items with which Elena is presented in this scene. 
Historically, Elena (like all doctors) was presented with the laurel crown (an ancient Greek tradition, 
though in this case combined with evergreen, native to Padua), the ermine mozzetta, a golden 
doctor’s ring, and a volume of philosophy. These items are explicitly mentioned in the description of 
the scene in the pamphlet published by the New York Church Glass Company. However, the 
Cornaro Window lacks the ring and volume. Were they mistakenly excluded from the final design? 
Interestingly, multiple generations of Vassar students have also misread the scene, and assumed that 
it does, in fact, include the ring, but forego the volume altogether. This raises the question of where 
this element came from, and how it may relate to Vassar students’ assumptions about the scholarly 
tradition represented by Elena Cornaro, as well as a possible hiccup in the design of the window. 
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named in the window, we can attempt to identify some of them. The man directly at Elena’s right 

(the viewer’s left) holding the laurel crown may be Carlo Rinaldini (fig. 7), her teacher and sponsor;17 

while he man on the far left could be Elena’s father, Gianbattista Cornaro, dressed in yellow and 

overjoyed at his daughter’s achievement (fig. 8).18 The scarlet-dressed man at the far right is likely 

Cardinal Gregorio Barbarigo (fig. 9), who had conceded that Elena could study philosophy at the 

University of Padua but prevented her from pursuing her true passion, theology.19  While there are 

multiple known portraits of Cardinal Barbarigo, the supposed depiction of him here does not reflect 

his actual appearance: he is identified only by his cardinal’s robes. 

 The identities of the other figures in the composition, however, are more difficult to discern. 

I would suggest that the four men closest to Elena are likely the four professors who sponsored her 

degree: Girolamo Frigimelica, Carlo Rinaldini, Angelo Montagnana, and Ermegildo Pera.20 

Additionally, the other figures in the central scene—the various spectators of Elena’s defense—have 

not been identified, though they certainly represent professors from the university, as indicated by 

their academic regalia; clerics and other religious figures, denoted by their liturgical robes and 

tonsures (although some among them may also be professors); and important figures or dignitaries 

from nearby towns who attended the actual event, including the Doge of Venice, who could 

possibly be identified by their clothing. It is worth questioning to what extent these characters were 

in fact meant to represent specific personages, or if they were simply stock types chosen for this 

occasion.21 Additionally, contemporary representations of the important figures represented in the 

 
17 This identification has been proposed in multiple publications, including the Miscellany News, 
Forbush’s articles in Vassar Quarterly, and Guernsey’s The Lady Cornaro. 
18 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 154. 
19 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 147. 
20 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 150. 
21 It would be interesting, for example, to compare the scene here to what is presented in the 
aforementioned book on Elena Cornaro Piscopia by Abbess Pynsent. 
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window are scarce, so it is unlikely that the artist based his design on portraits. This makes it difficult 

to assess the historical realism of the scene. 

 Indeed, although the New York Church Glass Company boasted that the window portrays 

“not only great artistic skill, but [also] a large knowledge of the period,”22 the depiction is rather 

anachronistic. While the use of stained glass itself evokes the Gothic, the scene is set in 1678. This 

setting is reflected in the clothing that the figures are wearing: although many of the scholars’ and 

clerics’ robes are timeless and do not necessarily indicate one period or another, certain other 

figures, such as Elena herself, are dressed in clothing that is quintessentially Renaissance, rather than 

Baroque, which would be more historically accurate. Perhaps the designers still perceived the 17th 

century as Renaissance, rather than a distinctly different period, as we do now. Regardless, the New 

York Church Glass company deliberately made the artistic decision in order to keep “all the detail 

renaissance to harmonize with the costumes of the figures, rather than gothic to harmonize with the 

architecture.”23 It is unclear whether they meant the architecture in the painting or of the library 

building. Nevertheless, we find distinctively Gothic and even Romanesque elements in the window 

itself, such as the heavy columns and rounded arches in the background and the cathedra (professor’s 

throne) on which Elena is seated. Here we encounter another anachronism: this is not the Chapel of 

the Blessed Virgin at the Cathedral of Padua. It would be difficult to represent any building in 

stained glass in such detail that it would be instantly recognizable. Besides, the setting is not 

necessarily important to the scene at hand: we are focused on the figures, rather than their location. 

This ambiguity mythologizes the scene, transforming it more into allegory than historical fact. The 

bending of reality in the Cornaro Window—the narrative, the setting, and the personages 

 
22 The Great Window in the Memorial Library Building at Vassar College. 
23 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 213. 
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involved—reflects how aesthetic and symbolic interests were privileged over historical ones, which 

speaks to the preeminent importance of the window’s allegorical meaning. 

 Strikingly, however, the portrait of Elena herself does correspond to contemporary images. 

Mrs. Thompson apparently requested this specifically, writing, “Let us have a likeness, as near as it is 

possible to have one,” and instructing the designer to “be very careful to follow the portrait.”24 A 

number of portraits of Elena survive, including an engraving of her at age 22 (1668, fig. 10) and one 

from just after her death (fig. 11). In both of these depictions, she is shown with soft features and 

curly hair, characteristics that also appear in her funerary monument—a full length statue 

commissioned by her father after her death in 1684 (fig. 12). The costume worn by Elena in the 

window at Vassar is a direct copy of the clothes in this statue. Most notable are the cape worn off 

her shoulders and the cross hanging from her neck, both of which are also present in the 1686 

engraving.25 In the window, however, the monochrome dress carved in white marble has been 

colored pink and grey, the colors of Vassar and “the dawn of women’s education.”26 This, too, was 

specifically requested by Mrs. Thompson. Moreover, Elena’s face has been thinned somewhat and 

her hair is not quite so curly. Might this have been an attempt to make Elena look more like the 

Vassar students for whom she was meant to be a model? Furthermore, she does not necessarily look 

realistic: “her figure is the least satisfactory of almost any of those shown in the whole group,” wrote 

Francis R. Allen, the Library’s architect. “The hands are too large, the forearms are almost masculine 

in character, being as large as the neck. Both knees are bent and the upper arm to the left as you 

 
24 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 213; Forbush, “The Lady in the Window,” 24. 
25 This depiction – in both the statue and the window – may also be anachronistic and somewhat 
idealized. Elena was a Benedictine tertiary and insisted on wearing her religious robes at all times, 
even under other dresses. This does not appear in either the statue or the window, nor is it evident 
in the engravings. 
26 Colton Johnson, “The Rose and Silver-Gray,” in Vassar Encyclopedia, 2017. 
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look at the picture does not connect at the elbow with the forearm.”27 These complaints, of course, 

have nothing to do with the figure’s accuracy to Elena herself. Perhaps the designer intended these 

inconsistencies as a way to make the window look more accurate to Medieval stained glass, where 

verisimilitude was not the primary goal. 

 The depiction of Elena on a throne, however, is notable, and is certainly based on her 

funerary monument. The statue, in turn, likely took its inspiration from earlier scholar tombs 

representing professors from the University of Padua (figs. 13-14).28 Erected by students or family 

members of professors between the 14th and 16th centuries, these memorials were half- or full-

length sculpted portraits of the scholars interred within the tomb, either freestanding or in relief. 

They are often seated in cathedra—the symbolic chair of a professor—reading or holding a book. 

Thus the statue of Elena—a tribute to her by her father—looks back at a venerable tradition of 

learned men and places her among them. It is clear that the designers of the window were familiar 

with the sculpture: not only is her appearance similar, but the inscription held by the putti (see 

above) is a slight adjustment of the inscription on the original statue.29 

 Elena’s enthronement also speaks to another level of symbolism, evinced by the medium of 

stained glass. Glorified and admired, and even venerated, by adoring onlookers, she is treated like a 

religious figure, evocative of the Virgin Mary. Stained glass was originally used as a decoration for 

Gothic cathedrals, often portraying scenes from the life of Christ and other religious figures, 

 
27 Quoted in Davis, “Early Graduate Inspires Vassar Traditions,” The Miscellany News, October 30, 
1978. Allen apparently had a great number of complaints about the window, a number of which are 
also referenced in Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 213. 
28 Jill Emilee Carrington, “Sculpted Tombs of the Professors of the University of Padua, c. 1358-c. 
1557” (Syracuse, New York, Syracuse University, 1996). 
29 The inscription on the original statue reads: “Statuam Helenae Lucretiae Corneliae Episcopiae 
laurea philosophiae in Patavii Gymnasio unico exemplo …” (“This statue of Elena Lucrezia 
Cornelia Piscopia, the singular example [of a woman awarded] a degree in philosophy at the 
University of Padova…” Quoted in Forbush, “The Lady of the Window,” 27; my translation. 
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including Mary, his mother. As previously mentioned, the Arts and Crafts Movement’s use of a 

medievalizing style was related to an attempt to return to an idealized form of medieval “simplicity,” 

both secular and religious. Stained glass was one of the media used by these artists for scenes from 

medieval romances and religious stories alike (figs. 4-5). Even in non-religious subjects, the holy 

connotations of the material elevates its content. This is certainly the case in the Cornaro Window. 

The effect is heightened by the Library’s Gothic style, which evokes a medieval cathedral in both 

decoration and original cruciform plan—a motif that was not uncommon in library planning in the 

early 20th century. The window itself is located at the focal point of the library, directly on axis with 

the main entrance, and is thus posed as the apse of Vassar’s library-cum-cathedral. The stained glass 

window, therefore, becomes something of a secular altarpiece, albeit with strong religious 

undertones. A similar example of an academic altarpiece was later included in Yale’s Sterling 

Memorial Library (opened in 1931), where a depiction of Alma Mater rises above the central 

circulation desk (fig. 15).30 Both place women at the symbolic center of education, posing them in a 

light that brings them above the earthly status of scholar alone and setting them in the place of 

religious figures. 

 The depiction of Elena in the throne brings to mind images of the Virgin Mary, who is often 

depicted seated on a throne in Medieval and Renaissance art. One type, the Sedes Sapientiae (the 

Throne of Wisdom), calls attention to Mary’s, and by extension Elena’s, sagacity. Duccio’s famous 

Maestà (fig. 16), originally painted for the Cathedral of Siena in the first decade of the 14th century, is 

a fine example of this subject. Like Elena, Mary is seated on an architectural throne. The baby Jesus 

is seated on her lap, looking modestly out at the viewer. They are surrounded by saints and angels 

who look on with melancholy eyes. While the figures here do interact with one another, they are 

 
30 Margaret M. Grubiak, “Reassessing Yale’s Cathedral Orgy: The Ecclesiastical Metaphor and the 
Sterling Memorial Library,” Winterthur Portfolio 43, no. 2/3 (June 2009), 174-178. 
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distinctly separated from the Virgin and Child by the throne. While the interaction between the 

figures in the Cornaro Window is much more vibrant, there is also some continuity with this more 

stilted, Medieval composition: although surrounded by men, Elena is distinctly separated from them. 

Her throne serves to elevate her while visually framing her, creating distance between her and the 

spectators. 

 Later representations of the Virgin and Child, however, focus more on the relationships 

between the characters and the emotional presence of the figures. Often rendered as sacre 

conversazioni (“sacred conversations”), such compositions were especially popular beginning in 

fifteenth century Italy due to an increased interest in both emotional and physical realism. With the 

advent of one-point perspective and special attention given to the grouping of figures, these scenes 

also humanized their religious protagonists with added feeling. Fra Angelico’s Annalena Altarpiece 

(1438-1440, fig. 17), for instance, is one of the first examples of a sacra conversazione. Fra Angelico 

shows the various saints acknowledging and communing with one another, silently conversing. 

Moreover, artists working in this genre were also concerned with depicting a variety of figures and 

poses in order to create more visual interest and appear truer to life.31 This is especially evident in 

Raphael’s Madonna and Child Enthroned with Saints (ca. 1504, fig. 18). Although there are fewer figures 

here than in Fra Angelico’s altarpiece, they display greater variety in expression, action, and pose. 

The scene surrounding Elena Cornaro clearly draws from this tradition. The many figures stand in 

different poses, wear different types of clothing, and are uniquely expressive. No two are the same, 

creating a lush feast for the eyes. 

 The use of a religious type may seem strange in light of Mrs. Thompson’s insistence that the 

window emphasize the historical. On one hand, the composition found in religious paintings 

 
31 This is expressed at length in Leon Battista Alberti’s De Pictura, Book II. 
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certainly provides a good visual framework for the scene. Like depictions of the Virgin and Child, 

the window focuses on a female figure surrounded by men.32 Furthermore the use of stained glass 

and the references to the Virgin Mary imbue Elena with a religious quality that is not found in the 

contemporary portraits discussed above. She is no longer only a woman (albeit an impressive one), 

but represented in Marian form, made into an idealized figure that should be admired by all the 

students that would come after her. The placement of this scene in the library thus sets Elena as an 

educational model for generations of Vassar women to come. 

 Beyond that, however, the references to the Virgin Mary may also reflect other qualities to 

which students were exhorted to strive, such as piety and chastity. These qualities were also inherent 

in Elena, whose fervent religious devotion was by no means at odds with her education. These 

messages are especially strong when one considers that, although the Gothic Revival and Arts and 

Crafts Style were primarily aesthetic movements, they also reflected contemporary social interests, 

namely the reactions against the lack of religiosity and the quick pace of the secularized and 

industrialized world. Concerns about the effects of modern life on younger generations were 

especially pronounced on college campuses, where administrators wanted to ensure a wholesome 

 
32 Although the Virgin in Majesty or sedes sapientiae clearly had the most influence on the composition 
of the Cornaro Window, there are a number of religious scenes involving Mary that frequently 
appear in Renaissance art and can be named as further exemplars for the Cornaro Window. One 
that is worth noting is the Coronation. Just as Mary was crowned Queen of Heaven, Elena Cornaro 
is being crowned with a laurel wreath. This scene was frequently depicted in stained glass after the 
18th century. However, the composition used in Renaissance Coronations regularly have Mary and 
Jesus as a pair, side by side. The composition is notably different from those discussed here, where 
Mary is alone at the center. Later depictions of the scene have Jesus crowning Mary from above, 
rather than from the side. Neither of these are compatible with the historical reality of Elena 
Cornaro’s dissertation defense. Although the composition may be completely different, the idea of a 
stained glass window of a woman being crowned may have been inspired by windows of the 
Coronation. 
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education for their students that included religious instruction.33 For example, Vassar had built a new 

Chapel just a year before the completion of the Library.34 This is particularly relevant given the 

connection between libraries and religion in that education was seen as a means to more fully 

understand the divine. These buildings were described as “cathedrals of learning” or “temples of the 

mind,” uniting religion with education, and even occasionally casting education as a religion unto 

itself.35 Therefore, although the Cornaro Window portrays a mostly secular subject, it also had 

implicit religious connotations. Its placement, as discussed before, only further emphasizes this 

point. Elena Cornaro Piscopia was not only an impressive scholar following in the footsteps of 

generations of (male) academics before her, but also a sanctified figure that stood in for the Virgin 

Mary as the object of young women’s devotion and admiration. 

 There is yet another layer of symbolism expressed by the allegorical figures above the central 

scene. Here we find eight enthroned women, identified by labels beneath their feet and by the 

attributes they hold as personifications of the eight fields in which Elena Cornaro excelled. From left 

to right, they are: Grammar, lecturing from a book in her lap; Dialectic, speaking as if engaged in a 

discourse; Music, playing a harp; Philosophy, holding a scientific flask;36 Astronomy, with a celestial 

globe; Medicine, holding a mortar and pestle; Geometry, using a drawing board and compass; and 

Theology, displaying a book, the two tablets of the Ten Commandments, and three orbs 

representing the Trinity. Enthroned allegorical representations of fields of study—especially the 

 
33 For more on religious life on campuses in this period, see Margaret M. Grubiak, White Elephants on 

Campus: The Decline of the University Chapel in America, 1920-1960 (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 2014). 
34 For religious life at Vassar, see “The Chapel,” in Vassar Encyclopedia, 2018; Lindsay Cook, 
“Religious Freedom and Architectural Ambition at Vassar College, 1945-54,” in Modernism and 

American Mid-20th Century Sacred Architecture, ed. Anat Geva (Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY: 
Routledge, 2019). 
35 Grubiak, “Reassessing Yale’s Cathedral Orgy.” 160-163. 
36 She therefore represents the early modern field of natural philosophy, the precursor to science, 
rather than moral philosophy. 
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Liberal Arts—were very common in Medieval and Renaissance art. Interestingly, however, the fields 

here do not correspond exactly to the seven Liberal Arts as defined in the early modern period. 

Mathematics and Rhetoric are missing, while Philosophy, Medicine, and Theology have been added. 

Furthermore, there are eight personifications, rather than seven—though this may be a consequence 

of existing architectural framing in the window, which has eight spaces and would therefore be 

uneven with only seven figures. The choice of disciplines, moreover, reflects Elena’s excellence in 

these fields and may have been taken directly from contemporary accounts extolling her brilliance. 

Although they may not correspond exactly to Renaissance depictions of the Liberal Arts, they are 

certainly inspired by them, borrowing their forms and modes of depicting these personifications 

while altering them to fit Elena Cornaro, rather than the early modern tradition. 

 Elena’s positioning in cathedra also parallels Medieval and Renaissance depictions of these 

personifications, while also recalling the symbols of the Paduan professors and the Virgin Mary, as 

discussed above. Based on standardized types, the Liberal Arts could be easily recognized by their 

attributes even without an identifying title. They are often isolated from one another and depicted 

emotionlessly, not unlike saints and other holy figures in early Renaissance art. This phenomenon 

can be seen in The Seven Liberal Arts, a panel painting by the workshop of the Florentine artist 

Pesellino, completed around 1450 (fig. 19a). As was typical, these personifications are represented 

with their attributes. At their feet sit examples of famous men who excelled in their art – for 

example, Ptolemy below Astronomy.37 The Cornaro Window follows a similar scheme: Elena is the 

illustrious figure sitting beneath a host of eight arts in which she excels. Although she is primarily a 

historical figure, she has also been turned into a personification. Through her apotheosis in the 

window, she has become a symbol for academic excellence, identified by her throne and diploma. 

 
37 Pesellino and Workshop, Seven Liberal Arts, Samuel H. Kress Collection, Birmingham Museum of 
Art.  
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 Unlike Pesellino’s Liberal Arts, however, Elena is surrounded by men. This evokes a later 

representation of the Liberal Arts that can be found in the Borgia Apartments at the Vatican. This 

series of frescoes by Pinturicchio, executed between 1492 and 1494 under the reign of Pope 

Alexander VI, depict each personification individually in a lunette, surrounded by a group of figures 

practicing her art and extolling her—a secularized version of the sacra conversazione. In Music (fig. 20), 

for example, we see the personification seated in an architectural throne and holding a viol, while a 

group of men, women, and cherubs play various instruments beneath her. The scene is set within a 

walled garden, while the countryside spreads out in the distance. This composition is paralleled 

almost exactly in the Cornaro Window. Surrounded by figures celebrating and debating her success, 

Elena sits on the cathedra, which is ringed by a short wall and columns (indicating the cathedral 

setting), with vegetal motifs in the background. The Liberal Arts above are also set against leaves, 

giving the impression that they are among the branches of a tree, while Elena represents its trunk.38 

This evokes the Tree of Knowledge from the Garden of Eden, adding another layer of religious 

symbolism to the window. 

 While the Liberal Arts were originally a classical Greek invention and did not include any 

religious subjects, they were adopted by Christians in the Middle Ages. The study of any of these 

fields could be used to more thoroughly understand the divine. The same argument was used to 

reconcile academic study with religion in the late 19th and early 20th century, when libraries were 

both visually and conceptually endowed with religiosity.39 Furthermore, in the early modern period, 

the Liberal Arts were often paired with the Virtues—three Theological (Faith, Hope and Charity) 

and four Cardinal (Fortitude, Prudence, Justice, Temperance)—which were seen in direct opposition 

to the Seven Deadly Sins. Much like the Liberal Arts, the Virtues were also personified. An example 

 
38 Natasha Leof, “Celebration in Glass,” Womanspeak, 1984. 
39 Grubiak, “Reassessing Yale’s Cathedral Orgy.” 
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of this trope can be seen in a second panel by Pesellino (fig. 19b). With a composition almost 

identical to his Seven Liberal Arts, the Virtues are shown in a row, each enthroned and accompanied 

by men whose actions exemplify these Virtues. The two paintings clearly display the Virtues and 

Liberal Arts as parallels to one another. Although the Cornaro Window does not explicitly depict the 

Virtues, it is reasonable to infer their presence from the content and composition of the window. 

Indeed, Elena Cornaro was praised not only for her intellect, but also for her modesty, grace, and 

generosity—qualities that are implicit in this representation. Moreover, she was not only a scholar, 

but also a deeply religious woman and a tertiary of the Benedictine Order. As previously noted, 

however, the scene was not an overtly religious one. The allusions to religious subjects and depiction 

of religious elements can be attributed to contemporary preoccupation with moral instruction. 

Vassar’s administration, along with those of many colleges, were acutely aware of the relationship 

between intellectual education, religion, and morality. Thus, it is not inconceivable that their concern 

may have influenced the design of this secular subject. 

 The historical aspects of the Cornaro Window alone would have been enough to inspire 

Vassar students, but the multiple layers of symbolism add to its meaning. By taking inspiration from 

a wide range of Medieval and Renaissance art, both religious and secular, they window’s designers 

created a new mode that fit with Vassar’s emphasis on women’s education. For them, Elena 

Cornaro represented the power of the intellect and the capability of women while also 

demonstrating values that reflected contemporary Christian ideals. The New York Church Glass 

Company specifically acknowledged this connection in their design for the window. Their pamphlet 

describing the window the window remarks that Elena “made evident to all that the highest walks of 

learning could be successfully trodden by the female intellect without detriment to all that stands for 

true womanhood.” She will be “a constant stimulant to the ambition of the students at the college, 
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and will spur them on to win as high a place in the world of learning as that once held by the glory 

of her sex.”40 

 Although the emphasis on religious and moral edification at Vassar has declined since its 

height at the beginning of the 20th century, the Cornaro Window retains its role as a symbol of 

forward-thinking education. As expressed in the multiple mentions of her in the Miscellany News and 

other Vassar-related publications, Elena has made a lasting impression on many students since the 

installation of the window in 1906. Even so, she is primarily remembered for her intellectual 

achievements, rather than her religious devotion, a symptom of the secularization of education that 

college administrators feared in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. On the tour of Vassar given to 

prospective students (which I heard multiple times while writing this paper), Elena is only 

acknowledged as “the first woman to earn a PhD,” completely erasing her own religiosity as well as 

that of the window. The window’s religious symbolism has become purely stylistic, appropriate to a 

representation of her triumph as a scholar. Nevertheless, she remains a model for students at Vassar 

and around the world. Indeed, the window was only the first in a number of visual tributes to Elena 

Cornaro Piscopia, including a 1948 mural by Giovanni Romagnoli in the “Cathedral of Learning” at 

the University of Pittsburgh (fig. 21) and, more recently, a Google Doodle (fig. 22).41 The 

iconography of the Cornaro Window, both religious and secular, appears in each of these depictions, 

though to different extents. No other depiction is so overtly religious—an aspect of the Cornaro 

Window emphasized by its material. However, these later depictions of Elena Cornaro seem to have 

borrowed from the window at Vassar’s Library, which established a new iconographical mode for 

representing this outstanding woman scholar. Indeed, thanks to the work of Mrs. Thompson and 

 
40 The Great Window in the Memorial Library Building at Vassar College (New York: Church Glass and 
Decorating Company of New York, 1906). 
41 Guernsey, The Lady Cornaro, 217-219. For the mural in Pittsburgh, see 
https://www.nationalityrooms.pitt.edu/rooms/italian-room (accessed March 9, 2022). 
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the New York Church Glass Company, Elena Cornaro remains a model for intellectual women 

across the world, and for all who study under her watchful eye at the Thompson Memorial Library 

at Vassar.!  
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�ǏǯƶǥǕǏƣƟ̈ښƹǯƶښ[ƊƹǏǯǨܪܪے�ƎܪܪےشدسذܪHƽǍܪƎǓƣܪ
ƴǙǍƣܪǙǓͮܪǙǙƣܪܪےBƧǳǩǙǦǙǍƽǳƎǓܪBǶǬƧǶǒܪǙƳܪ
�ǩǳܪۓCƧͮܪyǙǩǋے
[ǙǶǩƝƧܪ۔BƧǳǩǙǦǙǍƽǳƎǓܪBǶǬƧǶǒܪǙƳܪ�ǩǳ



$ƽƴظذܪےƜܪ۔sǙǩǋǬƺǙǦܪǙƳܪ$ǩƎǓƝƧǬƝǙܪUƧǬƧǍǍƽǓǙښۓ[ƣ̇ƣǏښqƹǥǯǲƣǨܪܪے�ƎܪܪےدشسذܪےbƧǒǦƧǩƎܪǙǓܪǦƎǓƧǍܪܪے�ƽǩǒƽǓƴƺƎǒܪBǶǬƧǶǒܪǙƳܪ
�ǩǳܪۓ�ǍƎƜƎǒƎے
[ǙǶǩƝƧܪ۔�ƽǩǒƽǓƴƺƎǒܪBǶǬƧǶǒܪǙƳܪ�ǩǳ

$ƽƴظذܪےƎܪ۔sǙǩǋǬƺǙǦܪǙƳܪ$ǩƎǓƝƧǬƝǙܪUƧǬƧǍǍƽǓǙښۓ[ƣ̇ƣǏښ=ƹƘƣǥƊǉښ�ǥǯǨܪܪے�ƎܪܪےدشسذܪےbƧǒǦƧǩƎܪǙǓܪǦƎǓƧǍܪܪے�ƽǩǒƽǓƴƺƎǒܪBǶǬƧǶǒܪ
ǙƳܪ�ǩǳܪۓ�ǍƎƜƎǒƎے
[ǙǶǩƝƧܪ۔�ƽǩǒƽǓƴƺƎǒܪBǶǬƧǶǒܪǙƳܪ�ǩǳ



$ƽƴܪ۔درܪےUƽǓǳǶǩƽƝƝƺƽǙܪۓBǲǨƹƙښƳǩǙǒܪǳƺƧܪ�ǙǩƴƽƎܪ�ǦƎǩǳǒƧǓǳǬܪܪےسظسذ܈رظسذܪܪےBǙǬƎƽƝܪƎǓƣܪƳǩƧǬƝǙͮܪƽǳƺܪƴǙǍƣܪǍƧƎƳܪܪےqƎǳƽƝƎǓܪ
BǶǬƧǶǒǬܪۓqƎǳƽƝƎǓܪ�ƽǳ �ǙǒǒǙǓǬܪsƽǋƽǒƧƣƽƎܪ۔ǙǶǩƝƧ]ܪܪʹے



$ƽƴܪ۔ذرܪے%ƽǙͭƎǓǓƽܪXǙǒƎƴǓǙǍƽܪۓ�ǉƣǏƊښ=ǲƙǥƣǯƹƊښ
�ǕǥǏƊǥǕٷUƹǨƙǕǢƹƊܪܪے�ƎǳƧܪǶǓǋǓǙͮǓܪܪےBǶǩƎǍܪۓ
�ƎǳƺƧƣǩƎǍܪǙƳܪ=ƧƎǩǓƽǓƴܪۓeǓƽͭƧǩǬƽǳʹܪǙƳܪUƽǳǳǬƜǶǩƴƺܪۓ
UƧǓǓǬʹǍͭƎǓƽƎے
[ǙǶǩƝƧܪ۔�ƧǳǬʹܪ�ƽͭƽǓƧܪǙǓܪ$Ǎƽǋǩܪ

$ƽƴܪ۔ررܪے�ǍʹǬǬƎܪsƽǓƎǓǬܪۓ�ǉƣǏƊښ�ǕǥǏƊǥǕښUƹǨƙǕǢƹƊڈǨښ
ֵֵֹǥƟښ�ƹǥǯƶƟƊ̎ܪشܪܪے:ǶǓƧܪܪےظذدرܪ%ǙǙƴǍƧܪ�ǙǙƣǍƧܪۓ
ƝǙǒǦǶǳƧǩܪƽǒƎƴƧے
[ǙǶǩƝƧܪ۔%ǙǙƴǍƧܪ�ǙǙƣǍƧǬے


